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Let O be the ring of algebraic integers in a number field K and let G be a finite
abelian group. McCulloh has characterised the classes in the locally free classgroup
 .Cl OG which are realisable by rings of integers of tame normal extensions of K
with Galois group G. We extend this to certain extensions which in general need
be neither tame nor normal by replacing OG with a Hopf order A and introducing
the strongly A-tame orders as an analogue of tame rings of integers. We also
describe the classes realised by principal homogeneous spaces over the dual of A.
Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Throughout, let K be an algebraic number field with ring of algebraic
integers O s O , let K c be the algebraic closure of K in the com-K
 c . cplex numbers C, and let V s V be the Galois group Gal K rK of KK
over K.
Let G be a finite abelian group and let L be a tame normal extension of
K with Galois group isomorphic to G. Then the ring of algebraic integers
O of L is a locally free module over the group ring OG, and OL L
 .  .determines a class cl O in the locally free classgroup Cl OG . TheL
 .question then arises as to which classes in Cl OG can be realised by tame
w xextensions in this way. This has been answered by McCulloh M2 in terms
 .of Frohlich's idelic description of Cl OG . Although the result primarilyÈ
concerns field extensions, it is necessary to work in the somewhat more
general setting of Galois algebras. Any class which is realisable by a tame
Galois algebra is, however, realisable by a tame field extension. The
 .realisable classes form a subgroup of Cl OG , which itself contains a
subgroup corresponding to the unramified Galois algebras.
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If now L is a wildly ramified extension of K then O is not free as anL
OG-module, and in general need not be free over any O-order in KG. One
 wapproach which has been adopted by several authors cf. B4, CN-T, C, G,
x.T1 is to consider those extensions L where O , or some suitable subringL
of O , has properties analogous to being unramified or tamely ramifiedL
relative to an order A which is an O-Hopf algebra. The proof that a tame
ring of integers is locally free over OG makes use of the Hopf structure of
w xOG, and can be generalised to an arbitrary Hopf order A C-H . In fact
one need not insist that A lies in KG; by choosing a Hopf order in a form
 .of KG in the sense of Galois cohomology one obtains integral results for
 .field extensions say which are not normal, but instead are Hopf]Galois
w xin the sense of G-P over the underlying K-Hopf algebra A of A.
The aim of this paper is to generalise McCulloh's characterisation of
realisable classes by replacing OG with an arbitrary Hopf order A. A
w xmore restrictive result of this sort, based on an earlier result M1 of
w xMcCulloh, is given in B3 ; there G is assumed to be elementary abelian
and A is required to admit a certain group of automorphisms of G. Our
results do not depend on an explicit description of the Hopf order A.
Indeed, no complete classification of the Hopf orders in KG is available in
w x 2 wgeneral, although such results are known for G of order p T-O or p B2,
x 3 w xG, U1 or cyclic of order p U2 , with p prime.
The Hopf algebra A will always be assumed to be commutative, cocom-
mutative, and separable over K. Any such Hopf algebra arises from a finite
abelian group G together with an action of V on G. The case A s KG
corresponds to the trivial action of V. In general, the fact that A contains
a Hopf order A imposes a fairly strong restriction on the action of V on
 .G Corollary 4.8 .
The analogue for the Hopf order A of the rings of integers in unrami-
fied Galois algebras is provided by the principal homogeneous spaces
 .p.h.s. , or Galois objects, over the dual Hopf order B of A. Any p.h.s. is
the maximal A-stable order in some A-module algebra C, although it need
 .not be the integral closure of O i.e., the maximal O-order in C. The
 .isomorphism classes of p.h.s. form a group PH B , and there is a homo-
 .  .  .  .  .y1morphism c : PH B ª Cl A given by c C s cl C cl B . The natu-
ral analogue of the group of classes realised by unramified extensions is
 .then the image of c in Cl A . In Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 3.10 we give
 .idelic descriptions of PH B , and of the kernel and image of c . These
w xresults slightly generalise work of Taylor T2 by allowing for a non-trivial
V-action on G.
The analogue over A of tame rings of integers is more problematic.
There is the notion of a tame B-object, introduced by Childs and Hurley
w xC-H , but this is too general for our purposes in three respects. Firstly, we
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shall only want to consider orders which span a p.h.s. over the underlying
Hopf algebra B of B. Secondly, it is essential in McCulloh's theorem that
only full rings of integers are considered. A tame B-object may not only
fail to be the maximal O-order in its underlying algebra, it need not even
be the maximal A-stable order. We shall be concerned only with maximal
A-stable orders, although they need not be maximal O-orders. Finally, if G
is a p-group for some prime number p then, from the very definition of
tame ramification, any extension that is at most tamely ramified at primes
above p is in fact unramified at these primes. If A is Hopf order of
p-power rank, an analogous result holds for tame B-objects only when the
 .completion of A at any place above p is connected Lemma 5.2 . This
forces us to impose a technical condition on the tame orders considered;
the condition is automatically satisfied whenever, for all primes p, the
p-primary part of the completed Hopf order is connected. This certainly
.holds for the group ring OG. These considerations lead us to introduce
 .the strongly A-tame orders Definition 5.4 ; a strongly A-tame order C is a
maximal A-stable order in a p.h.s. over B, which is a tame B-object, and
 .which has good behaviour at those primes p if any for which the
completed p-primary part of A is not connected. Any such C is locally
 .  .  .y1  .free over A , so we may define c C s cl C cl B g Cl A as before.
Our main result Theorem 7.5 is then a determination of those classes in
 .Cl A which are realisable as the image under c of a strongly A-tame
order.
w xMuch of our treatment closely follows McCulloh's paper M2 . We will
therefore frequently refer the reader to that paper, rather than repeating
arguments which are essentially unchanged. We shall for the most part
w xfollow the notation and conventions of M2 , where appropriate redefining
the notation to allow for a non-trivial action of V on G. In particular, we
will regard actions of V as being on the left, while writing them exponen-
tially on the right. Thus for any V-set S, we have the mildly disconcerting
 s .v vsconvention s s s for s g S and s , v g V.
1. HOPF ALGEBRAS AND THEIR P.H.S.
 w x.It is well known see, e.g., W1, Sect. 6.3 that there is an anti-
equivalence between the category of commutative separable K-algebras A
 .with K-algebra homomorphisms and the category of finite V-sets X
 .with V-equivariant functions ; an V-set here means a set on which V acts
continuously from the left. This enables one to classify commutative
cocommutative Hopf algebras and their principal homogeneous spaces.
We shall need this classification in a rather explicit form, so we begin this
section by reviewing it in some detail. Our exposition of this is partly based
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w x w xon P2 ; see also the first section of CN-T . We then restate some of
McCulloh's results on resolvends in this more general setting. All algebras
occurring in this section are assumed to be commutative and K-separable
 .and hence finite dimensional over K unless otherwise indicated.
The anti-equivalence between algebras and V-sets can be described as
follows. Corresponding to an V-set X we have the algebra A s
 c. c Map X, K of V-equivariant functions f : X ª K with pointwise addi-V
.tion and multiplication of functions . Conversely, given an algebra A, we
have the V-set X of K-algebra homomorphisms s : A ª K c; the V-action
v .  .vis given by s a s s a for v g V, a g A. It is routine to verify that
these constructions are well-defined and are mutually inverse up to iso-
morphism.
 c.If B is a cocommutative Hopf algebra then B s Map G, K for someV
finite V-set G. The comultiplication of B corresponds to an V-equivariant
map m: G = G ª G making G into an abelian group. The identity and
inversion map on G come respectively from the augmentation and an-
tipode of B. The equivariance of m means that V acts on G as group
homomorphisms. We call a group with an action of V by homomorphisms
an V-group. Thus cocommutative Hopf algebras B correspond to finite
abelian V-groups G.
From now on, let G be a fixed finite abelian V-group, and B s
 c.Map G, K the corresponding Hopf algebra. In the category of V-sets,V
one may consider sets X with a right G-action. Such an X is said to be a
 .principal homogeneous space p.h.s. over G if the action of G is regular,
 .  .or, equivalently, if the V-map X = G ª X = X taking x, g to x, xg is
bijective. Translating this to the category of algebras, we arrive at
DEFINITION 1.1. Let C be a commutative separable K-algebra which is
a right comodule over the Hopf algebra B via an algebra homomorphism
 .C ª C m B which we write c ¬  c m c . Then C is a principalK c. 0. 1.
 .homogeneous space p.h.s. over B if the algebra homomorphism g : C mK
 .C ª C m B given by g c m d s  cd m d is bijective.K d. 0. 1.
 .We write PH B for the set of isomorphism classes of p.h.s. over B; an
isomorphism must of course preserve both the algebra and comodule
structure. We will occasionally abuse notation by identifying a p.h.s. with
 .its class in PH B .
 .It is well known that PH B carries the structure of an abelian group,
1 .isomorphic to the Galois cohomology group H V, G . We now describe
this isomorphism. Given a continuous 1-cocycle z: V ª G, we define Gz
to be the V-set whose underlying set is G, but with a modified V-action.
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Explicitly, writing g ¬ g for the map G ª G which is the identity on thez
underlying sets, the new V-action is defined by
v vg s g z v for g g G, v g V . 1.2 .  .
We let G act on G by right multiplication in G, and set C sz z
 c.Map G , K .V z
LEMMA 1.3. If z: V ª G is a cocycle then C is a p.h.s. o¨er B. The mapz
1 .  .associating C to z induces a bijection from H V, G to PH B .z
Proof. Since V acts on G from the left, the cocycle relation for z is
vX X Xz vv s z v z v for all v , v g V . .  .  .
X X vv v vv v v .Short calculations then show that g s g , and that gh s g h .
 .Thus 1.2 does indeed define a left action of V on G , and the rightz
action of G on G is V-equivalent. This G-action is clearly regular, so Cz z
is a p.h.s. over B.
For cocycles z and zX, isomorphisms between C and C X as p.h.s. over Bz z
correspond to isomorphisms between G and G X as p.h.s. over the V-groupz z
X .G. It is easy to verify that such isomorphisms exist if and only if z v s
 . v y1 Xz v h h for some h g G, that is, if and only if z and z differ by a
coboundary. Thus the map taking a cocycle z to C induces a well-definedz
1 .  .injection a : H V, G ª PH B .
It remains to show that a is surjective. Let C be any p.h.s. over B. Then
 .C s Map X, G for some p.h.s. X over G. Fix x g X. As G actsV
v  . vv Xregularly on X, we may define z: V ª G by x s xz v . Using x s
 vX .v w xx , it is easily verified that z is a cocycle. Let z denote the cohomol-
1 . w x.ogy class of z in H V, G . Then a z is the isomorphism class of C inz
 .PH B , and this is the same as the class of C since G and X arez
isomorphic as p.h.s. over G by g ¬ xg. Hence a is indeed a bijection.
COROLLARY 1.4. Any p.h.s. C for B is, up to isomorphism, a subalgebra
 .  c. cof the infinite dimensional K-algebra Map G, K of functions f : G ª K .
Proof. Let z be any cocycle in the cohomology class corresponding to
 c.C. Then we may assume that C s Map G , K , which is a subalgebra ofV z
c .Map G, K since the V-sets G and G have the same underlying set.z
 . 1 .We henceforth identity PH B and H V, G as abelian groups via
Lemma 1.3, and assume that all the p.h.s. considered are subalgebras of
 c.Map G, K as in Corollary 1.4.
 .Remark. The trivial class in PH B corresponds to B regarded as a
p.h.s. over B. This arises from the V-group G regarded as a p.h.s. over G.
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 c.As an algebra, the p.h.s. C s Map G , K is a product of fields,z V z
indexed by the V-orbits of G . There is a simple criterion for this productz
to have just one factor:
PROPOSITION 1.5. C is a field if and only if the cocycle z: V ª G isz
surjecti¨ e.
Proof. C is a field precisely when V acts transitively on G . But thez z
 .image of z viewed as a subset of G is the orbit of 1 under V, since byz
v .1.2 we have 1 s z v for all v g V. .
 .Next let A s Hom B, K be the K-linear dual of B. Then A isK
another commutative, cocommutative, K-separable Hopf algebra. We
 .identify A with a form in the sense of Galois cohomology of the group
 c .V calgebra KG: we have A s K G , the fixed points of K G under the
action of V simultaneously on K c and on G. Any right B-comodule is
naturally a left A-module. Thus any p.h.s. over B, and in particular B
itself, is an A-module. The action of A is induced by the action of K cG
 c.  .on Map G, K cf. Corollary 1.4 given by
a ? f s s a f sg .  .  . g
ggG
for a s a g g K cG, f g Map G, K c , s g G. . g
ggG
 .In the special case where V acts trivially on G, we have B s Map G, K
1 .and A s KG. In this case H V, G is the group of continuous homomor-
phisms V ª G. The p.h.s. over B are then precisely the Galois algebras
over K with group G, and Lemma 1.3 reduces to the classification of such
w xGalois algebras as per M2, p. 263 .
Returning to the general case, we set Ac s A m K c s K cG and Bc sK
c  c. w  .xB m K s Map G, K . Following M2, 1.6 , we define the resolvendK
map
r : Bc ª AcG
by setting
r c s c s sy1 for all c : G ª K c . 1.6 .  .  .G
sgG
c  .Then r is an isomorphism of left A -modules, and using 1.2 we obtain aG
w  .  .xslight generalisation of M2, 1.7 and 1.8 .
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 c. cPROPOSITION 1.7. Let C s Map G , K : B be the p.h.s. o¨er Bz V z
corresponding to the cocycle z: V ª G. Then, for any c g Bc,
 .  .v  .  .i c g C m r c s r c z v for all v g V;z G G
 .  . c=ii if c g C then C s A ? c m r c g A .z z G
w  . xWe now adapt M2, 1.18 and following to allow for non-trivial V-
action on G. Taking V-cohomology of the exact sequence of V-groups
Ac=
c=1 ª G ª A ª ª 1,
G
we obtain the exact sequence of groups
1 ª GV ª A=ª H A ª H 1 V , G ª 1, 1.8 .  .  .
where
Vc=A H A .
H A s s 1.9 .  . /G G
with
 c= v y1 4H A s a g A N a a g G for all v g V . .
 .Clearly H A contains G, although in general A does not. Note that,
 .  . wwhile the definitions of H A and H A are formally identical to M2,
 .  .x c1.20 and 1.21 , V is now acting on G as well as on K . To see exactness
 .at the right end of 1.8 , observe that any p.h.s. C is a free module of rankz
1 over A, since Bc is free over Ac. If C s A ? c then by Proposition 1.7,z
 .  . 1 .a s r c lies in H A , and the image of the coset a G in H V, G is theG
w  .X x.class of the cocycle z. Moreover, analogously to M2, 1.21 , it follows
that
H A s r c A ? c s C for some cocycle z . 1.10 4 .  .  .G z
 .From Lemma 1.3 and 1.8 we deduce
LEMMA 1.11. There is an isomorphism of abelian groups
H A .
h : PH B ª . . =A G
 .  .Explicitly, if C s A ? c is a p.h.s. o¨er B then h C is the class of r c gG
 .H A .
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 c .VThere is an alternative description of the group of units of A s K G
Ã c= .in terms of the character group G s Hom G, K of G. Making the
obvious identifications, we have
c Ã c Ã cK G s Map G, K s Hom ZG, K .  .
so that
= Ã c= Ã c=A s Map G, K s Hom ZG, K , .  .V V
Ã v vy1 v Ã .  .  .where V acts on G on the left by x s s x s for x g G, s g G,
Ã Ãw  .xv g V. As in M2, 1.23 , let A be the kernel of det: ZG ª G. Then theÃG
 . w  .xmiddle part of 1.8 may be rewritten as in M2, 1.25 : we have a
commutative diagram
rag
c= c=ÃHom ZG, K ª Hom A , K .  .ÃV V G
1.12 .5 5
=A ª H A .
where the rag is restriction to A . We also denote by rag the natural mapÃG
 .  . c=H A ª H A taking a g A to the coset a G. The lower horizontal
 . =map in 1.12 is the restriction of this map to A . Again, the formal
w  .x  .similarity to M2, 1.25 masks the fact that, in the top row of 1.12 , V
Ãnow acts on ZG and A via G as well as via the character values.ÃG
 .  .  .For any r c g H A we define the reduced resol¨ end r c to be theG G
 .  .image of r c in H A . ThusG
r c s rag r c s r c G 1.13 .  .  .  . .G G G
 .and from 1.10 we have
H A s r c A ? c s C for some cocycle z . 1.14 4 .  .  .G z
2. HOPF ORDERS AND THEIR P.H.S.
 c.We keep the preceding notation. In particular, B s Map G, K is aV
 c .Vcommutative cocommutative Hopf algebra over K, and A s K G is its
 :dual Hopf algebra. Let , denote both the K-linear duality pairing
B = A ª K and its K c-linear extension to a pairing Bc = Ac ª K c. We
write the comultiplication, augmentation, and antipode on A or B as D, « ,
and S, respectively.
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Let B be a Hopf order in B. Thus B is an O-order in B for which
 .  .  .D B : B m B; it is then automatic that « B s O and S B s B. LetO
 : 4A s a g A N B , a : O .
Then A is a Hopf order in A, and may be identified with the O-linear
dual of B. The action of A on B makes B into a left A-module, since we
 X:  X : Xhave a ? b, a s b, a a g O for all a, a g A and b g B.
 .The ideal of integrals I A in A is defined by
I A s a g A N a a s a« a for all a g A . 4 .  .
Since the augmentation in B is dual to the inclusion O ª A , the corre-
sponding definition for B can be written
I B s u g B N u g b g s u g b 1 for all b g B , g g G . 4 .  .  .  .  .
  ..   ..Let a s « I A and b s « I B . These are integral O-ideals, and it is
easily verified that
1
I A s a g and I B s b l , 2.1 .  .  . G< <G ggG
where l : G ª K c is defined byG
1 if g s 1;
l g s .G  0 if g g G, g / 1.
The action of A on B is faithful, and
B s A ? I B s bA ? l 2.2 .  .G
 w x. w xsee, e.g., P1 . As in B3, Lemma 1.3 , it follows that
< <ab s G O, 2.3 .
 .so the first equation of 2.1 can be written
I A s by1 g . 2.4 .  .
ggG
Let Oc denote the integral closure of O in K c, and set A c s A m OcO
and B c s B m Oc. Then B c is contained in the maximal Oc-orderO
 c. c c  c. cMap G, O in B . Since the O -linear dual of Map G, O is O G, it
c c  . c c  c.follows that O G : A . By 2.2 we have B s bA ? l and Map G, OG
 c . w x cs O G ? l . Arguing as in B3, Proposition 2.2 , it follows that bA isG
the largest A c-submodule of OcG.
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Now let C be a p.h.s. over B. We will need to consider various orders,
and occasionally other O-lattices, in C. Recall that C s C sz
 c.Map G , K for some cocycle z: V ª G. Let O denote the maximalV z C
 c.order Map G , O in C, and defineV z
Ä  4O s c g O N A ? c : O .C C C
ÄThus O is the largest A-module in O . Since C is an A-module algebra,C C
Ä  w x.one readily sees that O is in fact an order in C cf. T1, Proposition 3 .C
ÄElements of O can be recognised using resolvends:C
c Ä .PROPOSITION 2.5. For any c g C we ha¨e r c g A m bc : O .G C
Proof. Since bA c is the largest A c-submodule of OcG, and r isG
A c-linear, we have
r c g A c m bA cr c : bA c .  .G G
m bA cr c : OcG m r bA c ? c : OcG. .  .G G
 . c  c.By 1.6 this last condition holds if and only if bA ? c : Map G, O , or
Äequivalently, if and only if bc : O .C
Now let M be any A-stable lattice in C. It is convenient to compare M
with the A-module bA , rather than with the free module A.
DEFINITION 2.6. M has the normal basis property over A if M ( bA as
A-modules, i.e., if M s bU ? m for some m g M m K. Any such m is aO
generator of M over A.
 .In particular, 2.2 shows that B has the normal basis property over A
and that l is a generator.G
w x UGuided by C, Sect. 11 , we define a modified dual lattice M for any
A-stable lattice M in C by setting
MU s x g C N I A ? xM : O . 4 .
 .  .There is a trace pairing C = C ª K defined by x, y s Tr xy for all
 .x, y g C, where Tr: C ª K is the usual algebra trace, Tr c s  g ? c.g
This pairing is non-degenerate and symmetric and satisfies
a ? x , y s x , S a ? y for all x , y g C ; a g A. 2.7 .  .  . .
 .By 2.4 , we have
MU s x g C N x , M : b , 4 .
 . U Uand it follows from 2.7 that M is an A-stable lattice. Our M is
w  .xobtained from that defined in M2, 2.6 on multiplication by b.
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The dual of a lattice with the normal basis property is described by the
w  .xfollowing analogue of M2, 2.10 .
 .UPROPOSITION 2.8. Let C s A ? c be a p.h.s. o¨er B. Then bA ? c s
 .   ..bA ? d where d g C satisfies r c S r d s 1.G G
 . c c c cProof. We extend , to a K -linear pairing B = B ª K and
correspondingly extend the definition of MU to Oc-lattices M. The exis-
w  . .xtence of d follows as in M2, 2.10 i . For any x g C we have
U
x g bA ? c m bA ? c, x : b .  .
m c, bA c ? x : bOc m OcG ? c, A c ? x : Oc . .  .
w  . .x c cBy M2, 2.10 ii this is equivalent to A ? x : O G ? d. Since the largest
c c c cA -module in O G is bA , this occurs precisely when x g bA ? d.
We next give an integral version of Definition 1.1:
DEFINITION 2.9. Let C be a commutative O-algebra, finitely generated
and projective as an O-module, which is a B-comodule via a homomor-
phism C ª C m B of O-algebras. Then C is a principal homogeneousO
space over B if the O-linear map g : C m C ª C m B given by g c mO O
.  .d s  cd m d is bijective. The set of isomorphism classes of p.h.s.d. 0. 1.
 .over B will be denoted by PH B .
Any p.h.s. C over B is an A-stable order in some p.h.s. C over B, but in
general C will not be integrally closed over O.
PROPOSITION 2.10. For an A-stable order C in a p.h.s. C o¨er B, the
following are equi¨ alent:
 .i C is a p.h.s. o¨er B;
 . Uii C s C;
U Ä .iii C : O .C
ÄIf these conditions hold then C s O . Moreo¨er C is unramified o¨er O ifC
and only if C is a p.h.s. o¨er B and b s O. In particular, if A s OG then
 .the p.h.s. o¨er B s Map G, O are precisely the maximal orders in unrami-
fied Galois algebras o¨er K with group G.
 .  . w xProof. The equivalence of i and ii is C, Proposition 11.1 , while that
Ä ÄU U .  .of ii and iii is immediate from C : O : O : C . This also showsC C
Äthat C s O if the equivalent conditions hold. Now C is unramified as anC
O-order, i.e., C is the maximal order in an algebra C unramified over K, if
and only if C coincides with its different over O, or equivalently, if and
only if CU s bC. This occurs precisely when b s O and C s CU. In
particular, if A s OG then b s O, so C is the maximal order in an
 .unramified Galois algebra if and only C is a p.h.s. over Map G, O .
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Proposition 2.10 shows that any p.h.s. over B contains at most one order
which is a p.h.s. over B. Thus extension of scalars from O to K gives an
 .  .  .injection PH B ª PH B , and PH B may be viewed as a subset of
 .  .  .PH B . We will show in Lemma 3.7 that PH B is a subgroup of PH B .
 .Alternatively, it is possible in a number of ways to define a group
 .structure on PH B directly.
 .  .We end this section with integral versions of 1.10 and 1.14 . Analo-
 .gously to 1.9 we define
Vc=A H A .
H A s s , .  /G G
where
 c= v y1 4H A s a g A N a a g G for all v g V . 2.11 .  .
PROPOSITION 2.12.
cH A s r c c g B and bA ? c is a p.h.s. o¨er B 2.13 4 .  .  .G
and
cH A s r c c g B and bA ? c is a p.h.s. o¨er B . 2.14 4 .  .  .G
 .   .. Thus H A respecti¨ ely H A consists of the resol¨ ends respecti¨ ely, re-
.duced resol¨ ends of the generators of those p.h.s. o¨er B which ha¨e the
normal basis property o¨er A.
 .  .  .Proof. By 1.10 , any element of H A has the form r c whereG
A ? c s C is a p.h.s. over B. Let C s bA ? c, and let d g C satisfy
 .   .. Ur c S r d s 1 as in Proposition 2.8. Then C s bA ? d. If C is a p.h.s.G G
U Ä c .  .over B then C s C s O by Proposition 2.10 and r c , r d g A byC G G
 . c=  .  .Proposition 2.5. Hence r c g A , and thus r c g H A . ConverselyGG
c= U Ä .  .  .if r c g H A then r d g A . Thus C : O by Proposition 2.5, andG G C
 .  .C is a p.h.s. by Proposition 2.10. This proves 2.13 , and 2.14 follows
immediately.
3. REALISABLE CLASSES FOR P.H.S.
For each place ¨ of K we denote completion at ¨ by a subscript ¨ , with
 . w xthe usual convention O s K s R or C if ¨ is infinite. As in M2 , we¨ ¨
fix for each ¨ an extension of the natural embedding K ª K to an¨
embedding of K c into the algebraic closure K c of K , and thereby¨ ¨
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 c .identify Gal K rK with the decomposition subgroup V of ¨ in V. Thus¨ ¨ ¨
the completions of the Hopf algebras A and B have the alternative
 c .V ¨  c. cdescriptions A s K G and B s Map G, K . We write O for¨ ¨ ¨ V ¨ ¨¨
the integral closure of O in K c, and set A c s A m Oc and B c s¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ O ¨ ¨¨
B m Oc.¨ O ¨¨
 .  .We denote by A A the ring of integral adeles  A of A , by A A the¨ ¨
 .full adele ring A A m K of A, and by l the diagonal embedding l:O
 .  .A ª A A . Note that A A does not depend on the order A in A. The
 .  .  .  .  . unit groups in A A and A A are J A the ideles of A and U A the
.unit ideles of A , respectively. We will use similar notation for any order
 .  .C in a K-algebra C, and we view J K as embedded in J C in the obvious
manner. In the sequel, the infinite places play no role, and could be
omitted from all adele rings and idele groups.
For each finite place ¨ , the content of Sections 1 and 2 applies, with the
addition of appropriate subscripts, to describe the p.h.s. over B and over¨
the O -Hopf order B . Moreover an O-order C is a p.h.s. over B if and¨ ¨
only if its completion C is a p.h.s. over B for each finite place ¨ . The¨ ¨
 .analogue at ¨ of the definition 2.11 is
H A s a g A c=N a vay1 g G for all v g V , 3.1 .  . 4¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .and similarly for H A , and 2.13 then becomes¨
cH A s r c c g B and b A ? c is a p.h.s. over B . 4 .  .¨ G ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
3.2 .
 .   ..We also require two adelic versions of H A : we write H A A for the
 .   ..product  H A and H A A for the restricted direct product of the¨ ¨
 .  .groups H A with respect to the subgroups H A .¨ ¨
Let C be a p.h.s. over B and let O be the integral closure of O in C .C ¨ ¨¨
 .  .If c s c g A C then, for all but finitely many places ¨ , we have¨ ¨
 . c cc g O and hence r c g O G : A . It follows that there is a well-¨ C G ¨ ¨ ¨¨
 .   ..  .defined adelic resolvend map r : A C ª H A A given by r c sG G
  ..r c .G ¨ ¨
 .Any locally free A-module M gives rise to a class cl M in the locally
 .free classgroup Cl A . Since A is a commutative separable K-algebra, we
 .may use Frohlich's idelic description of Cl A , as given in the special caseÈ
w xA s OG in M2, Sect. 3 . We have
J A .
Cl A s . 3.3 .  .=l A U A .  .
 .  .The quotient map J A ª Cl A will be denoted by j. We briefly recall
 .the definition of cl M for a locally free A-module M of rank 1. Choose
m g M m K and m g M for each ¨ such that M m K s A ? m and0 O ¨ ¨ O 0
M s A ? m . For each ¨ there is a unique a g A= with m s a ? m .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
 .  .  .  .Then a s a lies in J A and cl M s j a .¨ ¨
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w xLet C be a p.h.s. over B. The main result of K-C shows that C is a
locally free A-module of rank 1, i.e., for each place ¨ , the completion C ¨
is free of rank 1 over A . It follows that C has the normal basis property¨ ¨
 .Definition 2.6 over A for each ¨ , since the O -ideal b is necessarily¨ ¨ ¨
principal. In order to study the extent to which C itself fails to have the
 .  .normal basis property over A , we define a map c : PH B ª Cl A by
y1
c C s cl C cl B . .  .  .
We will show in Lemma 3.9 that c is a homomorphism of groups.
Now let C s C m K. As each C has the normal basis property, thereO ¨
exist c g C and c g C for each ¨ , such that0 ¨ ¨
C s A ? c and C s b A ? c for each ¨ . 3.4 .0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .  .  .  .Let c s c , so c lies in A C . By 3.2 we have r c g H A for each¨ ¨ G ¨ ¨
 .   ..  .  .  .¨ , so r c g H A A . Also r c g H A by 1.10 .G G 0
 .LEMMA 3.5. Let C be a p.h.s. o¨er B. Let c and c s c be as in0 ¨ ¨
 .  .  .  .y1  .3.4 , and let a s r c and a s r c . Then al a g J A andG 0 G 0 0
 .   .y1 .   ..  .c C s j al a . Con¨ersely, gi¨ en a g H A A and a g H A such0 0
 .y1  .  .that al a g J A , there exists a p.h.s. C o¨er B with c C s0
  .y1 .  .  .j al a , and there exist c g C s C m K and c s c g A C satis-0 0 O ¨ ¨
 .  .  .fying 3.4 , with a s r c and a s r c .0 G 0 G
 .  .Proof. Given C , c , and c as stated, there is a unique a s a g J A0 ¨ ¨
 .  .such that c s a ? c for each ¨ . Then r c s a r c for each ¨ , so¨ ¨ 0 G ¨ ¨ G 0
 .  .y1  .a s al a . Thus al a s a g J A .0 0
 .  .Now fix an idele b s b g J K whose content is the O-ideal b. To¨ ¨
 .  .determine cl C as described after 3.3 we may take m s c and m s0 0 ¨
 .  .b c for each ¨ . Then cl C s j ba .¨ ¨
 .In the special case C s B , 2.2 allows us to take c s l and c s l0 G ¨ G
 .  .for all ¨. Then a s 1 and cl B s j b . Thus, for a general C , we have
y1 y1 y1
c C s cl C cl B s j ba j b s j a s j al a . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .0
  ..  .Conversely, let a g H A A and a g H A , and suppose that a s0
 .  .y1  .  .  .a s al a g J A . Then by 1.10 , a s r c where c lies in¨ ¨ 0 0 G 0 0
 .  .some p.h.s. C s A ? c over B. Define c s c g A C by setting c s0 ¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .a ? c g C for each ¨ . Thus r c s a a s a g H A . For each ¨ let¨ 0 ¨ G ¨ ¨ 0 ¨ ¨
C ¨ . denote the O -lattice b A ? c in C . Then C ¨ . is a p.h.s. over B by¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ . Ä Ä .3.2 , whence C s O by Proposition 2.10. Setting C s O , it followsC C¨
that each completion C coincides with C ¨ ., so C is a p.h.s. over B. Then¨
 .  .c , c satisfy 3.4 , and the first part of the proof shows that c C s0
y1  . .j al a .0
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We record for later use a generalisation of part of Lemma 3.5. If M is
 .any locally free A-module necessarily of rank 1 spanning some p.h.s. C
 .  .  .y1over B, we define c M s cl M cl B . As each completion M has the¨
 .normal basis property over A , there exist c g C m K and c s c g¨ 0 O ¨ ¨
 .  .J C such that C s A ? c and M s b A ? c for each ¨ . Then r c g0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ G
  ..  .   ..H A A but r c will not necessarily lie in H A A . The first part of theG
proof of Lemma 3.5 then gives:
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let M be any locally free A-module in a p.h.s. o¨er B,
 .  .   ..y1  .and let c and c s c be as abo¨e. Then r c l r c g J A and0 ¨ ¨ G G 0
 .   .   ..y1 .c M s j r c l r c .G G 0
 .Recall that Proposition 2.10 allows us to regard PH B as a subset of
 .PH B . We now describe this subset in terms of the isomorphism
H A .
h : PH B ª . =A G
 .   ..of Lemma 1.11 and the diagonal embedding l: H A ª H A A .
 .  .LEMMA 3.7. PH B is a subgroup of PH B , and restriction of h to
 .PH B induces an isomorphism of groups
H A l ly1 J A H A A .  .  . . .
h : PH B ª . 3.8 .  .Ã =A G
 .Proof. Let C be a p.h.s. over B , let C s C m K, and let a s r cO 0 G 0
 .  .  .  .y1and a s r c , where c and c s c are as in 3.4 . Then a s al aG 0 ¨ ¨ 0
 .  . y1  .   ..  .lies in J A by Lemma 3.5, so l a s a a g J A H A A . Since h C0
 . =  .is the class of a in H A rA G, this shows that h C lies in the group on0
 .the right in 3.8 . Thus h is a well-defined injection. It will follow thatÃ
 .  .PH B is a subgroup of PH B , and that h is an isomorphism of groups, ifÃ
 .  . y1we show that h is surjective. But if a g H A , and if l a s a aÃ 0 0
 .   ..  .y1  .with a g J A and a g H A A , then al a s a g J A . Thus by0
 .Lemma 3.5 there exists a p.h.s. C over B such that h C is represented byÃ
a . This shows that h is indeed surjective.Ã0
 .  .LEMMA 3.9. c : PH B ª Cl A is a homomorphism of abelian groups.
 .   ..Proof. Let a g H A and a g H A A be obtained from the p.h.s.0
C over B as in the proof of Lemma 3.7, and let a X and a X be similarly0
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obtained from another p.h.s. CX. Then
y1 y1 y1X X X Xaa l a a s al a a l a g J A .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0 0
 X  X .y1 .  .so by Lemma 3.5, j aa l a a s c D for some p.h.s. D over B.0 0
 .  .  X.We then have c D s c C c C , and we must show that D is the
X  .product of C and C in PH B . It is enough to show that D s D m K isO
X X  .  .the product of C s C m K and C s C m K in PH B . But h C ,O O
 X.  . X Xh C , and h D are represented by a , a , and a a respectively, so0 0 0 0
 .  .  X.h D s h C h C . As h is an isomorphism of groups, the result follows.
 .The description of PH B in Lemma 3.7 and the description of ker c in
wTheorem 3.10 below are essentially a slight generalisation of T2, TheoremeÂ Á
x   .. w1 . The description of c PH B in Theorem 3.10 is our analogue of M2,
 . .x6.17 i .
 .  .THEOREM 3.10. In the notation of 3.8 and 3.3 ,
H A A= H A H A .  .  .y1ker c s h ( ( . 3.11 .Ã = = = /A G A G rag A .
and
J A l H A A l H A .  .  . .  . .
h PH B s . 3.12 .  . . =l A U A .  .
 .   ..Proof. Let C be a p.h.s. over B and again let a s r c g H A AG
 .  .  .  .  .and a s r c g H A with c and c as in 3.4 . If c C s 1 in Cl A0 G 0 0
 .y1  =.  .then al a g l A U A and therefore0
l a g l H A l l A= U A H A A s l H A A= .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .0
 .  . =  . =and h C is represented by a g H A A . Conversely, if a g H A AÃ 0 0
then
y1 = =al a g J A l l H A A H A A s l A U A .  .  .  .  .  . . .0
 .  . = =  .so c C s 1. Since H A l A s A , this establishes 3.11 .
 .We now prove 3.12 . If C is any p.h.s. over B then, with the above
 .  .y1  .   ..   ..notation, c C is represented by al a g J A l H A A l H A .0
 .  .Thus c C lies in the group on the right in 3.12 . Conversely, given
 .   ..   ..  .y1a g J A l H A A l H A , we may write a s al a with a g0
  ..  .H A A and a g H A . By Lemma 3.5, there is a p.h.s. C over B such0
 .  .that c C s j a .
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4. DECOMPOSITION OF HOPF ORDERS
Let p be a prime number. We will show that the Hopf order A has a
canonical decomposition A s A  p. m A  p
X . where A  p. and A  p
X . areO
Hopf orders whose ranks are, respectively, a power of p and a number
prime to p. There are similar decompositions for B and for the maximal
ÄA-stable order O in any p.h.s. C over B. These decompositions will beC
used in the next section to define the strongly A-tame orders, which will
play the same role for A as the tamely ramified rings of integers play for
OG. We will also investigate the completions of A  p
X . at places above p.
The existence of the Hopf order A  p
X . forces the action of V on the
 .prime-to-p part of G to be unramified at these places Corollary 4.8 .
We first consider decompositions at the level of K-algebras. Recall that
 c.B s Map G, K , where G is a finite abelian V-group. We have G sV
 p.  pX .  p.   pX ..G = G where G respectively G is the subgroup consisting of
 .all elements whose order is a power of p respectively, is prime to p .
Since V acts as group automorphisms, this is a decomposition of V-groups.
 p.  pX .  p.   p. c.We then have B s B m B , where B s Map G , K andK V
 pX .   pX . c.  p.  pX .B s Map G , K . Here B and B are identified with subalge-V
bras of B by means of the canonical projections from G to G p. and G p
X ..
We similarly have A s A p. m A p
X ..K
Now let C be a p.h.s. over B, so by Corollary 1.4, C s C for somez
 p.  pX .  p.   pX ..cocycle z: V ª G. We have z s z z where z respectively z is a
 p.   pX .. X . p.  pcocycle with values in G respectively G . Thus C s C m Cz z K z
where C  p. and C  pX . are p.h.s. over B p. and B p
X ., respectively.z z
We now turn to the Hopf orders:
LEMMA 4.1. A decomposes as A s A  p. m A  p
X ., where A  p. s A p. lO
A is a Hopf order in A p. and A  p
X . s A p
X . l A is a Hopf order in A p
X ..
Similarly, B decomposes as B s B  p. m B  p
X ..O
Proof. Let a , b be any endomorphisms of the Hopf order A. This
.means that they respect both algebra and coalgebra structure. Since the
comultiplication D: A m A ª A and the multiplication m: A m A ª AO O
are both homomorphisms of Hopf orders, the convolution a ) b s m( a
. w xm b (D is again an endomorphism. We define an endomorphism n of A
w xfor each positive integer n by taking 1 to be the identity and, inductively,
w x w x w x c csetting n s n y 1 ) 1 . Extending scalars from O to O and then to K ,
w x nwe see that n induces the endomorphism  a g ¬  a g of theg g G g g g G g
K c-Hopf algebra Ac s K cG.
Now the canonical projections G ª G p. and G ª G pX . are given by
g ¬ g j and g ¬ g k for certain positive integers j, k. Thus the isomor-
 p.  pX . w x w x.phism A ª A m A of Hopf algebras is j m k (D. Its inverse isK
induced by the multiplication m on A. At the integral level we therefore
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have mutually inverse isomorphisms of Hopf orders
w x w x w x w x w x w xj m k (D : A ª j A m k A , m: j A m k A ª A . . O O
w x  p.  p.It is then clear that j A s A l A is a Hopf order spanning A , and
w x  pX .  pX .that k A s A l A is a Hopf order spanning A . This proves the
assertions for A. Those for B may be shown either by the same argument
or by duality.
Remark. For each place ¨ of K, the Hopf order A is an extension of¨
its maximal etale O -subalgebra A et. by a connected quotient O -Hopf¨ ¨
algebra A 0. This corresponds to the fact that the group scheme G s
 . 0Spec A has a maximal connected subgroup G and the corresponding¨
quotient group GrG 0 is etale. We work with the decomposition of A into
A  p. and A  p
X ., rather than the apparently more natural decomposition of
A into A et. and A 0 , because in general it is not true that A ( A et. m¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ O ¨
A 0 as Hopf algebras. Such a result holds for group schemes over a perfect¨
w x  :field W1, 6.8 , but fails to lift to O . To see this, let G s g be a cyclic¨
group of order 4, and consider the Hopf order in Q G generated as a2
 2 .Z -algebra by g and 1 q g r2.2
 c.  p.For a p.h.s. C s C over B, we have O s Map G , O s O mz C V z C O
 pX .  p.  c. p.  p.O , where O s Map G , O is the integral closure of O in C ,C C V z z
 pX . Äand where O is defined similarly. The maximal A-stable order O alsoC C
has a decomposition of this type:
Ä Ä p. Ä pX . Ä p. Ä pX . .LEMMA 4.2. O s O m O where O respecti¨ ely O is theC C O C C C
 p.  p.   pX .maximal A -stable order in O respecti¨ ely, the maximal A -stableC
 pX ..order in O .C
Ä p. Ä pX .  p.  pX .Proof. Since O m O certainly admits A s A m A , we haveC O C O
Ä p. Ä pX . ÄO m O : O . We prove the reverse inclusion by verifying that itC O C C
holds on completion at each finite place ¨ of K.
<  p
X . < c  p
X .First let ¨ lie above p. Then G is invertible in O , so O G is the¨ ¨
maximal Oc-order in K cG p
X .. It is also the minimal Hopf order since its¨ ¨
  pX . c.   pX . c. c  pX .dual Map G , O is the maximal order in Map G , K . Hence O G¨ ¨ ¨
c c  pX .  pX .  c  pX ..V ¨is the only Hopf O -order in K G . Thus A s O G , and¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
moreover A  p
X .Oc s OcG p
X .. From the first of these, it follows that O p
X .
¨ ¨ ¨ C¨ pX .  pX . c  X c. c. palready admits A , since O O s Map G , O admits O G. Hence¨ C ¨ z ¨ ¨¨Ä pX .  pX .O s O .C C¨ ¨
Let y , . . . , y be an O -basis of O p
X .. Let c s  x m y be an arbitrary1 n ¨ C i i i¨ p.  pX . Ä  .element of O s O m O . If c g O then a m 1 c s  ax m y gC C C C i i i¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ p. Ä p. Ä Ä p.  pX .O for all a g A , so x g O for all i. Thus O : O m O sC ¨ i C C C O C¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨Ä p. Ä pX .O m O for all places ¨ above p.C O C¨ ¨ ¨
If now ¨ is a finite place not above p, the same argument applies with
X .  .the superscripts p and p interchanged.
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We extract from the preceding proof some facts which will be essential
later.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let ¨ be a place of K abo¨e p and let C be any p.h.s.
 pX . c  pX . V ¨  p
X . c c  pX . Ä pX .  pX . .o¨er B. Then A s O G , A O s O G , and O s O .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ C C¨ ¨
DEFINITION 4.4. An V-set X is unramified at a finite place ¨ of K if
the action of V on X factors through the Galois group of an unramified¨
extension of K .¨
LEMMA 4.5. Let X be a finite V-set, let ¨ be a place of K, and let Oc X¨
denote the free Oc-module on X, with V acting ¨ia both X and Oc. Then X is¨ ¨ ¨
 c .V ¨ c cunramified at ¨ if and only if O X O s O X.¨ ¨ ¨
Proof. To simplify notation, we suppress subscripts ¨ and write K, O,
Oc, V in place of K , O , Oc, V .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
We may assume that V acts transitively on X. Let L be the fixed field
of the kernel of the action of V on X, and let O be the valuation ring ofL
 .L. If the action of V on X factors through Gal MrK for some field M
then M = L. Thus it is sufficient to prove that
GLrK is unramified m O X O s O X , 4.6 .  .L L L
 .where the finite group G s Gal LrK acts transitively and faithfully on X.
First suppose that G acts regularly on X. Let a , . . . , a be an O-basis of1 n
O and fix x g X. Then the elements b s  ag xg for i s 1, . . . , nL i g g G i
 .Gform an O-basis of O X . The same elements therefore form anL
 .G  g .O -basis of O X O . Since x is an O -basis of O X we haveL L L g g G L L
2 2G gO X : O X O s det a s disc O rO , .  . ..L L L i LOL
 .where disc O rO is the relative discriminant of O over O. As LrKL L
 .  .is unramified precisely when disc O rO s O, 4.6 follows for regularL
G-sets X.
< <For the remainder of the proof we argue by induction on G . We may
suppose that the action of G on X is faithful and transitive but not
regular. Now any faithful, transitive action of an abelian group is necessar-
ily regular, so G is non-abelian. Hence LrK is ramified, since any finite
unramified extension of local fields is cyclic. We will assume that
GO X O s O X 4.7 .  .L L L
 .and show that LrK is unramified. This contradiction will show that 4.7
cannot occur when the action of G is not regular, and will complete the
proof of the lemma.
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Let x g X, let S be the stabiliser of x in G, and let N be the subfield of
L fixed by S. Then
SO X O s O X .L L L
 . < < < <by 4.7 , and as S - G , the induction hypothesis shows that LrN is
 .unramified. Thus L s N z for some root of unity z of order prime to p,
< <  .  .and z f N since S ) 1. Let E s K z and let D s Gal LrE . Then
< < < <  .D - G since z f K, and by 4.7 we have
DO X O s O X . .L L L
Using the induction hypothesis again, we see that LrE is unramified. But
ErK is also unramified, so LrK is unramified.
Taking X s G in Lemma 4.5, we see from Corollary 4.3 that the
existence of the Hopf order A imposes a strong restriction on the
V-action on G:
 c .VCOROLLARY 4.8. Suppose that A s K G contains a Hopf order A.
Let ¨ be a place of K abo¨e the rational prime p. Then G p
X . is unramified at ¨ .
Lemma 4.5 also allows us to determine when O p
X . is a p.h.s. over B  p
X .:C ¨¨
COROLLARY 4.9. With the assumptions of Corollary 4.8, let C s C be thez
p.h.s. o¨er B corresponding to the cocycle z. Then the following are equi¨ a-
lent:
 .  pX .  pX .i O is a p.h.s. o¨er B ;C ¨¨
 .  pX .ii G is unramified at ¨ ;z
 .  pX .  pX .iii the restriction z of z to V factors through the Galois group¨ ¨
of an unramified extension of K .¨
 pX .  c  pX ..V ¨Proof. We have A s O G by Corollary 4.3, and also¨
X X V p .  p . c c ¨O s Map G , O s O X , . .C V z ¨¨ ¨
 X  pX .4  pX .. pwhere X is the V-set g ? l N g g G . By Proposition 2.10, O is aG C¨ pX .   pX . c.p.h.s. over B s Map G , O if and only if it is unramified over O .¨ V ¨ ¨¨
  pX . c. cAs Map G , O is unramified over O , this occurs precisely whenz ¨ ¨
 c .V ¨ c c  .  .O X O s O X. Lemma 4.5 then gives the equivalence of i and ii .¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .  .  pX .That of ii and iii follows from 1.2 , since we already know that G is
unramified at ¨ .
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5. STRONGLY A-TAME ORDERS
Let C be any A-stable order in a p.h.s. C over B. Then C is a faithful
< <A-module and a finitely generated projective O-module of rank G . Thus
w x C is a tame B-object in the sense of C-H or equivalently, a tame
w x.  .  .A-extension in the sense of C if and only if I A ? C s O. By 2.4 , this
 .condition may be rewritten Tr C s b. In particular, O will be a tameC
OG-extension precisely when C is a tame Galois algebra; this follows from
a slight extension of the classical fact that an extension of number fields is
at most tamely ramified if and only if the trace is surjective on rings of
w  .xintegers. In general, any p.h.s. over B is a tame B-object C-H, 2.3 .
We will require a more restrictive notion of tameness, which we call
strong tameness. From now on, we will systematically write p for the
rational prime below the finite place ¨ of K.
DEFINITION 5.1. The Hopf order A is connected at ¨ if A contains no¨
idempotents except 0 and 1.
Since we may lift idempotents in O -algebras, this condition is equiva-¨
lent to A being a local ring, or to the algebra A m k over the residue¨ O ¨
field k of O being connected. If G p
X . / 1 then A cannot be connected¨ ¨
<  p
X . <y1 X . pat ¨ since A contains the idempotent G  g. The p-power¨ g g G
part A  p. will however be connected at ¨ for ``most'' Hopf orders A. For
instance, the group ring OG p. is certainly connected at ¨ , and if G p. has
order p then any Hopf order in KG p. is connected at ¨ unless it is the
 p. maximal order in KG . This may be deduced from the classification of
w x wgroup schemes of rank p over O given in T-O ; alternatively, see B1,¨
x .Corollary 5.2 .
w x  w  .  .x .From W2 or from C-H, 3.3 and 1.6 and Nakayama's Lemma we
have
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that A is connected at ¨ and that C is a tame
A-extension. Then C is a p.h.s. o¨er B .¨ ¨
The hypothesis that A is connected at ¨ is necessary:
 :EXAMPLE 5.3. Let O s Z, so K s Q. Let G s g be cyclic of order 2,
’w x w . xand let C s Z 2 and A s Z 1 q g r2 , with G acting faithfully as field
’ .automorphisms on Q 2 . Then C is a tame A-extension but C is not a2
p.h.s. over the dual B of A .2 2
Remark. The situation illustrated in Example 5.3 can only arise when
w xG is cyclic. More precisely, we have the following result B4, Theorem 5 .
Let C be a totally ramified normal extension of K of p-power degree,¨ ¨
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with Galois group G, and let A be a Hopf order in K G. If the valuation¨ ¨
ring C of C is a tame A -extension then C is in fact a p.h.s. over B¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
unless G is cyclic and A is the maximal order in K G.¨ ¨
We now come to our analogue of the tame rings of integers.
DEFINITION 5.4. Let C be an A -stable order in a p.h.s. C over B .¨ ¨
Then C is a strongly A -tame order if¨
Ä  p.  pX . .  .i C s O so C s C m C by Lemma 4.2 ;C O ¨
 .  .ii Tr C s b ;¨
 .  p.  p.iii C is a p.h.s. over B .¨
An order C in a p.h.s. C over B is a strongly A-tame order if C is a¨
strongly A -tame order for each finite place ¨ of K.¨
 p.  .If A is connected at ¨ in particular, if A s O G then, by Lemma¨ ¨
 .5.2, any tame A -extension automatically satisfies condition iii . For any¨
strongly A-tame order C we have C  p
X . s O p
X . for each ¨ by Corollary¨ C¨
4.3. Any p.h.s. over B is a strongly A-tame order. Any strongly A-tame
order is a tame B-object, and is therefore a locally free A-module by
w  .xC-H, 3.1 .
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let G s G p
X ., and let C be an order in a p.h.s. C
o¨er B . Then C is a strongly A -tame order if and only if C s O and¨ ¨ C
 .Tr C s O .¨
 c .V ¨Proof. By Corollary 4.3 we know that A s O G , so O admits¨ ¨ C
Ä  .A . Thus O s O . Hence condition i of Definition 5.4 holds if and only¨ C C
 . < <if C s O . Also b s O by 2.3 , since G is invertible in O , so conditionC ¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .  .ii is equivalent to Tr C s O . Finally, condition iii holds trivially as¨
 p.  p.B s O s C .¨ ¨
6. STRONGLY A-TAME LOCAL RESOLVENDS
w  .xIn this section, we give a modified version of M2, 5.6 describing the
  ..reduced resolvends cf. 1.13 of generators of strongly A -tame orders. If¨
C is such an order, and p is the rational prime below the finite place ¨ of
K, then C s C  p. m C  p
X .. By the very definition of strongly A -tameO ¨¨
orders, C  p. is a p.h.s. over B  p.. The reduced resolvend of any generator¨
 p.  .  .of C will therefore lie in H A by 3.2 , and it remains to carry out a¨
similar analysis for C  p
X .. Since G p
X . is unramified at ¨ by Corollary 4.8,
this can be done by adapting McCulloh's method of dealing with tame
rings of integers.
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We need a slightly generalised version of McCulloh's transpose Stickel-
t Ãw  .xberger map Q . As in M2, 4.2 we define Q s Q : QG ª QG byG
 :Q a s a , s s, . 
sgG
Ã :where , : QG = QG ª Q is the Q-bilinear pairing given on basis
Ãelements s g G and x g G by the conditions
2p i x , s:  :x s s e , 0 F x , s - 1. .
 .=Let m be the exponent of G and let k : V ª ZrmZ be the mth
cyclotomic character of V. Thus z v s z k v . for all mth roots of unity z in
c wK and all v g V. Since V may act non-trivially on G, we modified M2,
 .x4.4 as follows:
 .DEFINITION 6.1. For each n g Z, let G n be the V-set whose underly-
ning set is G but with the V-action twisted by k : temporarily writing g for
 .the element of G n corresponding to g g G, we thus have
nv vk v .g s g for all v g V .
  . c. w xNow let L s Map G y1 , O . Then, arguing as in M2, pp. 278]279 ,V
Ãbut taking into account the V-action on G and hence on G and A , oneÃG
t =  .finds that Q induces a homomorphism Q : KL ª H A . There is also a
t =  . tlocal version Q : KL ª H A for each place ¨ , and Q commutes with¨ ¨
completion. We have
L ( O H and KL ( K H , 6.2 .  .  . 
H H
 .  .where the products are over the orbits H of G y1 under V, and O H is
 .  c.the ring of algebraic integers in the field K H s Map H, K . InV
 .general, the fields K H need not be cyclotomic, or even normal, over K.
For the rest of this section, let ¨ be a finite place of K above the
rational prime p. Fix a generator p of the maximal ideal of O , and let q¨ ¨
wdenote the cardinality of the residue field of O . We recall from M2,¨
x nr tp. 280 the description of the Galois groups V and V of the maximal¨ ¨
unramified extension K nr and the maximal tame extension K t of K . For¨ ¨ ¨
each natural number n prime to p, let z be the image in K c of e2p i r n.n
Then K nr is obtained by adjoining to K all the z with n prime to p, and¨ ¨ n
Vnr is the procyclic group generated by the Frobenius automorphism¨
f s f determined by z f s z q for all such n. To obtain K t , choose a¨ n n ¨
1r n   1r m n.mcoherent system of radicals p for each n prime to p i.e., p s¨ ¨
1r n . nrp for all m, n prime to p , and adjoin these to K . Let f also denote¨ ¨
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the extension of f to K t fixing all these chosen radicals p 1r n, and define¨ ¨
s s s by¨
s1r n 1r n sp s z p , z s z for all n prime to p. .¨ n ¨ n n
Then V t is generated topologically by f and s , subject to the single¨
relation s qf s fs .
Now consider the prime-to-p part A  p
X . of the Hopf order A . By¨ ¨
 pX .  c  pX ..V ¨  pX .Corollaries 4.3 and 4.8 we know that A s O G and that G is¨ ¨
unramified at ¨ . Thus the action of V on G p
X . is completely determined¨
by the automorphism g ¬ g f of G, and factors through a faithful action
 .of G s Gal LrK for some finite unramified extension L of K . In¨ ¨
particular, s acts trivially on G p
X .. Let O be the valuation ring of L, andL
let d be the degree of L over K . Thus the residue field of O has¨ L
cardinality Q s q d. Let
G p
X . s s g G p
X . N sv s sk v . for all v g V . 4k ¨
Then G p
X . consists of those s g G p
X . which, when viewed as elements ofk
 .G y1 , are fixed by V . Equivalently,¨
s g G p
X . m sf s sq for all s g G pX . .k
This condition implies that s has order dividing Q y 1, since f d acts
trivially on G p
X ..
If C is a strongly A  p
X .-tame order and C s C m K then C s O by¨ O ¨ C¨
Proposition 5.5, and C s C for some cocycle z: V ª G pX . by Corollaryz ¨
1.4. The restriction z : V ª G pX . is a group homomorphism, since VL L L
acts trivially on G p
X .. We next determine the possibilities for z:
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let C s C be a p.h.s. o¨er B p
X .. Then O is az ¨ c
strongly A  p
X .-tame order if and only if z: V ª G pX . factors through V t . If¨ ¨ ¨
this occurs then, denoting the induced cocycle V t ª G pX . also by z, we ha¨e¨
 .  pX .  pX .  pX .z s g G . Con¨ersely, gi¨ en s g G and arbitrary t g G , there is ak k
t  pX .  .  .unique cocycle z: V ª G with z s s s and z f s t. Moreo¨er, z can¨
 .  .be written as a product of cocycles z s z z where z f s 1 s z s .1 2 1 2
Proof. We first show that z factors through V t if and only if z does.¨ L
Suppose that z factors through V t . Then, if v, vX g V and vX fixes K t ,L ¨ ¨
 X.  X.v  .  .  X.  X.we have z vv s z v z v s z v since z v s z v s 1. Thus zL
factors through V t . Conversely, if z factors through V t then clearly z¨ ¨ L
does.
Now C m L is a Galois algebra over L with group G, since z is aK L¨
homomorphism. The maximal O -order in C m L is O m O as L isL K C O L¨ ¨
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unramified over K . Thus¨
z factors through V t m z factors through V t¨ L L
m C m L is a tame Galois algebra over LK ¨
m Tr O m O s O .C O L L¨
m Tr O s O .C ¨
m O is strongly A  pX .-tame,C ¨
the last equivalence being by Proposition 5.5. This proves the first asser-
tion.
 .  .Now let s s z s and t s z f . It follows from the cocycle condition
 i. 1qfq? ? ?qf iy1that z f s t and hence
z s jf i s t1qfq? ? ?qf iy1s j. 6.4 . .
Thus z is uniquely determined by s and t. Applying the cocycle condition
to the relation s qf s fs , we find that sq s sf, whence s g G p
X .. Con-k
 pX .  . tversely, given s, t g G , 6.4 defines a cocycle z on V provided that¨
the relation s qf s fs is consistent with the cocycle relation. This occurs
if and only if s g G p
X .. In particular, for any s g G p
X . and t g G p
X . wek k
 .  .  .  .have cocycles z , z with z s s s, z f s t, z f s z s s 1, and1 2 1 2 1 2
then z s z z by uniqueness.1 2
As a strongly A -tame order is locally free over A , it has the normal¨ ¨
basis property over A .¨
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let C be a strongly A -tame order and let D be a¨
p.h.s. o¨er B . If CX is the product of C s C m K and D s D m K in¨ O ¨ O ¨¨ ¨Ä . XPH B then O is a strongly A -tame order. Moreo¨er, if c and d are¨ C ¨
generators of C and D , respecti¨ ely, and if cX is the unique element of
X X Ä .  .  .  . XMap G, K with r c s r c r d , then c is a generator for O .¨ G G G C
Proof. Let z, z , zX be the cocycles corresponding to C, D, CX, respec-ph s
tively. Then z  p
X . and z  p
X . factor through V t by Proposition 6.3, andph s ¨
X pX .  pX .  pX . Ä pX .  pX .Xhence z s z z does also. Thus O is a strongly A -tame order.ph s C ¨
Ä p.  p.  p.  p. Ä .X XAs O is the product in PH B of C and D , it follows that O isC ¨ C
a strongly A -tame order. The existence and uniqueness of cX follow from¨
X X  .the fact that r is a bijection, and A ? c s C by Proposition 1.7 i .G ¨
 .  X.  .  .  . c=  .Finally, r c , r c g H A by 3.2 , so r d g A by 3.1 . Thus, ifG G ¨ G ¨
a g A , we have from Proposition 2.5 that¨
X Ä X cXb a ? c :O m a r c s a r c r d g A .  .  .¨ C G G G ¨
c Äm a r c g A m b a ? c : O . .G ¨ ¨ C
X Ä XSince c is a generator for C , this shows that c is a generator for O .C
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=   . c=.We now define the elements f g K L s Hom ZG y1 , K to¨ , s ¨ V ¨¨
which we will apply the transpose Stickelberger map Q t. In the light of the
previous result, we define these for s g G p
X ., rather than for s of orderk
w xdividing q y 1 as in M2 . If V acts trivially on G then these two¨
conditions coincide. For each s g G p
X . we setk
p if t s s / 1,¨f t s .¨ , s  1 otherwise
 w  .x.cf. M2, 5.3 . Thus f s 1. The V -equivariance of f is clear since if¨ , 1 ¨ ¨ , s
 pX .  .s g G then, as an element of G y1 , s is fixed by V .k ¨
w  .xFor later use, we make an analogous definition to M2, 5.8 :
F s f N s g G p
X . . 4¨ ¨ , s k
Thus F depends on the action of V on G p
X .. For each infinite place w,¨ ¨
 4we set F s f with f s 1.w w , 1 w , 1
w  .xNext we give an analogue of M2, 5.4 :
LEMMA 6.6. Let s g G p
X .. Let z: V t ª G be the unique cocycle withk ¨
 .  .z s s s and z f s 1, and let C s C be the corresponding p.h.s. o¨er B .z ¨
ÄThen O is a strongly A -tame order, and there exists c g C such thatC ¨ ¨
Ä t .  .  .  .b A ? c s O and r c s Q f . Moreo¨er r c g H A if and¨ ¨ ¨ C G ¨ ¨ , s G ¨ ¨
only if s s 1.
Proof. To simplify notation, we omit subscripts ¨ . We therefore write
V, A , c, etc., in place of V , A , c , etc.¨ ¨ ¨
ÄIf s s 1 then C s B, so O s B is certainly a strongly A-tame order.C
 . t . t .Taking c s l , we have r l s 1 and Q f s Q 1 s 1. Thus theG G G s
result holds in this case.
Now suppose that s has order e ) 1 and that G is generated as a group
by s. Then G s G p
X ., and g f s g q and g s s g for all g g G. Hencek
 c. sC s Map G , K , where the V-action on G is determined by g s gsV z z
and g f s g q for all g g G . This action is transitive, so we may identify Cz
c  . cwith a subfield of K by identifying c g C with x s c 1 g K . Now
t t s i  i. fx g K since z is defined on V , and we have x s c s and x s x.
t e  1r e.Thus C consists of the elements of K fixed by f and s , so C s K p .
  1r e.Note however that K p will not be normal over K unless e divides
. w 1r e xq y 1; in general we only have that e divides Q y 1. Then O s O p ,C
and O contains the elementC
ey11
rr eb s pe rs0
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 .since e is invertible in O. Now Tr b s 1, so O is strongly tame overC
 ¨ .V wA s O G by Proposition 5.5. Also A ? b s O as in the proof of M2,C
 .x i5.4 : although A need not contain the s , it does contain the idempotents
 . ey1 yk i i1re  z s for 0 F k F e y 1. Indeed, s acts trivially on s and z ,is0 e e
and
f1 1 1
yk i i yqk i q i yk i iz s s z s s z s .  e e e /e e ei i i
c  i. s iNow b corresponds to the map c: G ª K defined by c s s b . Thusz
 . t . w  .xr b s Q f just as in the proof of M2, 5.4 , from which it is alsoG s
 .  .clear that r b f H A . The proposition therefore holds in the caseG ¨
that s generates G.
Finally, suppose that s does not generate G. Let H be the cyclic
subgroup of G p
X . generated by s. Then H is an V-subgroup of G p
X .. Letk
 c .V  c .VA s A l K H , so A s O H by Corollary 4.3. By the previousH H
 c.paragraph, A ? c s Map H, O is a strongly A -tame order, where c:H V H
H ª K c is the map corresponding to b as above. Extend c to cX:
 pX . c X . X  pX . XG ª K by setting c g s 0 for g f H. Then C s A ? c s
  pX . c.  pX .  X.  .Map G , O is a strongly A -tame order, since Tr c s Tr b s 1.V
Thus CY s A ? cX m B  p. is a strongly A-tame order with generatorO
Y X  Y . X  X.  .  Y . t .. pc s c m 1, and r c s r c s r c . It follows that r c s Q f ,G G H G s
Y Y Ä .and r c gives rise to the cocycle z. Hence C s O , and the generatorG C
Y Yc of C has the required properties.
We next describe the reduced resolvends of generators of arbitrary
w  .xstrongly A -tame orders. This is analogous to M2, 5.6 .¨
LEMMA 6.7. Let C be a strongly A -tame order and let C s b A ? c .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 . t .  pX .  .Then r c s Q f u for some s g G and some u g H A . Con-G ¨ ¨ , s ¨ k ¨ ¨
 pX .  .¨ersely, gi¨ en s g G and u g H A , there is a generator c of a stronglyk ¨ ¨ ¨
 . t .A -tame order C such that r c s Q f u .¨ G ¨ ¨ , s ¨
Proof. Again we suppress subscripts ¨ . Given C , let z be the cocycle
corresponding to C s C m K. Then z s z  p
X .z  p. where the cocyclesO
z  p
X ., z  p. take values in G p
X ., G p., respectively, and where z  p
X . factors
t  pX . .  pX . .through V . Let s s z s and t s z f . Then by Proposition 6.3 we
 pX .  pX .  .  .  .have s g G and z s z z where z s s s, z f s t and z f sk s n r s nr s
 . nrz s s 1. Clearly z factors through V . By Lemma 6.6 there is anr nr
strongly A-tame order with cocycle z , and this has a generator c s. withs
X   s.. t . X . Y  p..  pX .. pr c s Q f . Let C z and C z be the p.h.s. over B andG s nr
 p.  p. B , respectively, with cocycles z and z . These are p.h.s. by Corollarynr
. X . Y  p..4.9 and Definition 5.4, respectively. Then C z m C z is a p.h.s.nr O
over B with cocycle z z  p.. Let c be any generator of this p.h.s., andnr ph s
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X  X.   s..  . Xdefine c by r c s r c r c . Then C s b A ? c by Proposi-G G G ph s ¨ ¨
tion 6.5. The given generator c s c of C satisfies c s a ? cX for some¨
=  .   s..  . t .  .a g A , so r c s a r c r c s Q f u where u s r a ? c g¨ G G G ph s s G ph s
 .H A .
 pX .  .Conversely, let s g G and u g H A . By Lemma 6.6 there is stronglyk
X  s.   s.. t .  .A-tame order C with a generator c such that r c s Q f . By 3.2G s
 .there is a p.h.s. D over B with a generator c such that r c s u.¨ ph s G ph s
 .   s..  .  . t .Define c by r c s r c r c . Then r c s Q f u and by Propo-G G G ph s G s
sition 6.5, b A ? c is a strongly A -tame order.¨ ¨ ¨
PROPOSITION 6.8. Let C s b A ? c be a strongly A -tame order with¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 . t .r c s Q f u , as in Lemma 6.7. Then s is uniquely determined by theG ¨ ¨ , s ¨
 .isomorphism class of C m K in PH B , and s s 1 if and only if C gO ¨
 .PH B . Moreo¨er C is unramified o¨er O if and only if s s 1 and b s O .¨ ¨ ¨
 . X YProof. Again suppressing subscripts ¨ , we have r c s a a whereG
X  .  X. t . Y  .  Y .a g H A with rag a s Q f and a g H A with rag a s u. Thes
X Y X .cocycle z corresponding to C s C m K satisfies z s z z where z v sO
v Xy1 Y . Y v Yy1 Y  p
X .a 9 a and z v s a a . Now z factors through V by Corol-nr
Y  pX . .  pX . . X p
X . .lary 4.9. Thus z s s 1, and z s s z s s s using Lemma 6.6.
Hence s is uniquely determined by z. Furthermore, if C is replaced by
another member of its isomorphism class then z  p
X . is multiplied by a
coboundary v ¬ hvhy1 for some h g G pX .. Since G pX . is unramified, this
 pX . .does not change s s z s . Hence s depends only on the class of C in
 .PH B .
 X.  .Now C is a p.h.s. over B if and only r a g H A , which byG ¨
Proposition 6.6 occurs precisely when s s 1. The final assertion now
follows from Proposition 2.10.
7. REALISABLE CLASSES FOR STRONGLY
TAME ORDERS
In this section, we return to the global setting and consider strongly
A-tame orders C. Piecing together the descriptions of the various comple-
tions C derived in the previous section, we obtain in Theorem 7.5 an¨
 .  .idelic description of the classes in Cl A realised as c C for a strongly
A-tame order C.
< < 2Let m be an integral O-ideal divisible both by G and by m , where m
 .is the exponent of G. Let U O denote the units of O congruent to 1m ¨
 c . w  . .xmod m and similarly for O , etc. . Then the proof of M2, 2.14 ii shows¨
that
Hom A , U Oc : H A : Hom A , Oc= . . .  .Ã ÃV G m ¨ ¨ V G ¨¨ ¨
for each ¨.
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< < t =.  .For all ¨ not dividing G , we have Q L : H A , so we may define¨ ¨
Q t : J KL ª H A A .  . .
  ..componentwise, where H A A is the restricted direct product of the
 .  .groups H A with respect to the subgroups H A . Similarly, there is an¨ ¨
idelic rag map
rag : J A ª H A A . .  . .
w  .x  .As in M2, 6.5 , we define F : J KL by
f g F m f g J KL and f g F for all ¨ . . ¨ ¨
DEFINITION 7.1. If 1 / f g F : F then f is a prime F-element abo¨e ¨ .¨
Thus each f g F is a product of finitely many prime F-elements above
distinct ¨ . We call these prime F-elements the factors of f. The support of
f is the set of places ¨ for which f / 1. An element f of F is full if, for¨
each s g G, there is some place ¨ for which f is a factor of f.¨ , s
w  .xWe can now give the analogue of M2, 6.7 for strongly A-tame orders.
ÄLEMMA 7.2. Let C s A ? c be a p.h.s. o¨er B. Then C s O is a0 C
 .strongly A-tame order if and only if there exist a g J A , f g F, and
  ..u g H A A such that
y1 tl r c s rag a Q f u. 7.3 .  .  .  . .  .G 0
Moreo¨er f is then uniquely determined by the isomorphism class of C in
 .  .  .  .PH B , and j a s c C g Cl A . Also, C is ramified at precisely those
places ¨ which either occur in the support of f or di¨ ide the ideal b. If f is full
then C is a field.
Proof. Suppose that C is a strongly A-tame order. Then, since C has
 .  .the normal basis property everywhere locally, there exist c s c g A C¨ ¨
 .  .and a s a g J A such that C s b A ? c and c s a ? c for all ¨ .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
By Lemma 6.7, we then have
r c s Q t f u .  .G ¨ ¨ , s ¨
for each ¨ . By Proposition 6.8, s s s is uniquely determined by the class¨
 .  .of C in PH B , and thus by the class of C in PH B , and s s 1 for all¨ ¨ ¨
 .but finitely many ¨. Thus f s f is in F and f is uniquely determined¨ ¨
 . t .  .by the class of C. We then have r c s Q f u where u s u gG ¨ ¨
  ..  .  .   ..  .  .H A A . Since r c s rag a l r c , this gives 7.3 . Moreover c CG G 0
 .s j a by Proposition 3.6.
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 .  .  .  .Conversely if 7.3 holds with f s f g F, a s a g J A , and¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .   ..  . t .u s u g H A A , then for each ¨ we have rag a ? c s Q f u .¨ ¨ ¨ 0 ¨ ¨
 .Thus, by Lemma 6.7 again, b A ? a ? c is a strongly A -tame order for¨ ¨ ¨ 0 ¨
each ¨ and therefore coincides with C . Hence C is a strongly A-tame¨
order.
The stated criterion for C to be ramified at a place ¨ follows from
Proposition 6.8. Finally, assume that f is full. Let z: V ª G be the
cocycle corresponding to C. For each s g G, there is some place ¨ such
 .that f is a factor of f. This means that z s s s. Thus z is surjective,¨ , s ¨
and C is a field by Proposition 1.5.
w xAs in M2, p. 287 we have
J KL s J K H , .  . .
H
 .   ..where the product is over the orbits H of G y1 under V cf. 6.2 . If f
is a prime F-element above ¨ , and p lies below ¨ , then f s f for some¨ , s
 pX . .non-trivial s g G y1 which is fixed by V . If H is the V-orbit¨
 .containing s then K H is a product of fields indexed by the V -orbits in¨ ¨
 .H. These correspond to the prime ideals of K H above ¨ . Now s is fixed
 4  .by V , and the orbit s corresponds to a field in K H isomorphic to¨ ¨
K . This orbit therefore corresponds to a prime of relative degree 1 over¨
 .  4K. Conversely, if w is a prime above ¨ in K H for some orbit H / 1 ,
and if w has relative degree 1 over K, then w corresponds to some
 pX . .s g G y1 fixed by V . Thus the prime F-elements above ¨ corre-¨
 .spond to the places w of relative degree 1 over ¨ in the fields K H for
 4  pX .those orbits H / 1 with H ; G .
X  . =   . c=.Now define U L : K L s Map G y1 , K bym ¨ ¨ V ¨
g g U X L m g s g U Oc for 1 / s g G, .  .  .¨ m ¨ ¨ m ¨
and set
U
X
L s U X L l J KL . .  .  .m m ¨ /
¨
We then have the modified ray class group mod m
J KL .
XCl L s . . Xm =l KL U L .  .m
w  .xWe next prove a generalisation of M2, 6.14 .
 .PROPOSITION 7.4. Let g g J KL and let V be a finite set of places of K.
Then the modified ray class mod m of g contains a full element f g F with
f s 1 for all ¨ g V.¨
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Proof. We first show the existence of full elements of F. There is a
 .finite normal extension L of K such that the action of V on G y1
 .  .factors through G s Gal LrK . If ¨ is a place at which G y1 is unrami-
 .fied then the action of V on G y1 is trivial whenever the Frobenius of¨
LrK at ¨ is trivial. By the Tchebotarev density theorem, this occurs for
 .infinitely many ¨ . Thus for each s g G y1 we may choose a place
 .  pX . . ¨ s f V such that s is fixed by V and s g G y1 where p is the¨
 ..  .rational prime below ¨ s . We may moreover choose the ¨ s to be
distinct. Then
h s f ¨  s. , s
sgG
is a full element of F.
w  .xArguing as in the proof of M2, 6.14 , we can find g g F in the same
modified ray class as ghy1, with g s 1 whenever ¨ g V or h / 1. Then¨ ¨
f s gh is as required.
We now come to our main result, the description of the set of classes
 .c C as C runs through all strongly A-tame orders.
 .  .  .THEOREM 7.5. Let a g J A . Then j a s c C for some strongly A-
tame order C if and only if
rag a g l H A H A A Q t J KL . 7.6 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
Thus the realisable classes
c C C a strongly A-tame order 4 .
 .  .form a subgroup R A of Cl A , and
rag J A l l H A H A A Q t J KL .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
R A ( . 7.7 .  .=l rag A rag U A .  . . .
Moreo¨er, if V is any finite set of places of K not di¨ iding b then each class in
 .R A is realised by infinitely many strongly A-tame orders C for which
C m K is a field and C is unramified o¨er O at all places in V.O
 .  .Proof. If C is a strongly A-tame order and j a s c C then
y1 tl r c s rag a Q f u .  .  . . .G 0
as in Lemma 7.2, so
y1 t trag a s l r c uQ f g l H A H A A Q J KL . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .G 0
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 .Conversely, let a g J A satisfy
y1 trag a s l r c uQ g , .  .  . .G 0
 .  .   ..where r c g H A , u g H A A , and g g F. By Proposition 7.4 thereG 0
is a full f g F, with support disjoint from V, such that f ' g
  = X  ... t =.  . t X  ..mod l KL U L . Since Q KL : H A and Q U L :m m
  .. t . t .    ..   ...H A A we have Q f ' Q g mod l H A H A A , so that, chang-
ing c and u as necessary, we may assume that g s f. Now C s A ? c is a0 0
p.h.s. over B. By Lemma 7.2, C s bA ? c is a strongly A-tame order,0
unramified in V, and C is a field. Since C is ramified at all places in the
support of f , we may add these places to V and repeat the construction. In
this way we obtain an infinite supply of strongly A-tame orders C with all
the required properties.
 . X .  .The ideles a satisfying 7.6 clearly form a subgroup R A of J A
 =.  .  .containing l A U A , so the realisable classes form a subgroup R A of
 .  .Cl A . It only remains to establish the isomorphism 7.7 . Now rag:
 .   ..  .J A ª H A A certainly induces a surjection from R A to the group
 . X .on the right of 7.7 . If a g R A represents a class in its kernel then
a g l A= U A G l A .  .  . ¨
¨
 .since, for each ¨ , the kernel of the local map rag: A ª H A is G l A .¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .As  G l A ; U A , it follows that a represents the trivial class in¨ ¨
 .  .Cl A . Hence 7.7 is indeed an isomorphism.
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